
It must be Jan  

  

There is used bad RNG. Some nonces (in DSA it is called K) will be repeated. Before we start solve the 

task, we will see how DSA works. Signatures contain two numbers. Lets denote them R and S. How is 

R and S computed? 

 

R = (G ^ K mod P) mod Q 

G, P and Q are part of Jan’s public key. We can obtain it from Jan‘s certificate. K is nonce, and it 

should be (really) RANDOM. And it should be used ONLY ONCE for signing different files.  

S = ( inv(K,Q) * (H + XR) ) mod Q 

Inv denotes here inversion of K modulo Q and H is hash (in this task sha256 is used) of signed file. X is 

Jan’s private key, that we need for Jan’s compromising. 

Now a bit of linear algebra .  

R = (G^K mod P) mod Q  

S = (K^-1 * (H+XR)) mod Q   

We know G, R, S, P, Q and H. We don’t know K, X. From 1st equation, we are unable (at least, we 

believe it) to compute K (see Discrete logarithm problem - DLP). In 2nd equation, there are two 

unknowns.   

Now suppose, that for two (DIFFERENT!) files (File1 and File2) was used the same K. It holds: 

 

R1 == R2   

S1 != S2 

H1 != H2 

K1 == K2 (we assume this, in fact, the number is so big, that it should never ocure, but remember 

debian problem from year 2008, and also notice a few online crawlers continualy searching for same  

K).  

P, Q and G are part of public key, they are always the same.  

Since R1 and R2 are the same and K1 and K2 are also the same, we will denote K1 and K2 as K and R1 

and R2 as R.  

  

We got  

1) R = (G^K mod P) mod Q  

2) S1 = (K^(-1) * (H1+XR)) mod Q  

3) S2 = (K^(-1) * (H2+XR)) mod Q  



 

 

Now we have two linear equation (2+3) with two unknown (K and X). The 1st equation is useless for 

our computing (see DLP), but we need its value R in 2nd and 3rd eq.   

Let’s transform 2nd and 3rd eq.  

(2) K = (H1+XR)/S1 mod Q  

(3) K = (H2+XR)/S2 mod Q  

Put (2) == (3)  

(4) (H1+XR)/S1 === (H2+XR)/S2 mod Q  

  

After few modifications we got:  

(5) X = (H1/S1 – H2/S2) / (R/S2 – R/S1) mod Q  

Notice, that neither S1 nor S2 is 0 (Definition of DSA) and division in modular group is computed like 
multiplication by inverse in modular group.   

  

So now we know how to compute private key, if the same K was used.   

So, let’s explore all signatures. In msg1 and msg3, there are many of them.  

 

We will try to find for same R. If the R is the same, then also K must be. After exploring signatures, we 
discover that in MSG1, a1.256dsa and b28.256dsa have the same signatures. However, the 

corresponding pictures are ALSO the same. It implies they have same hash. We would get X = 0 after 
subtraction in (5). So these two signatures don’t help us.  

 

Let’s explore another signatures. In Msg1 j22.256dsa and u2.256dsa in Msg3 have the same R, and 

they don’t have same hash. From these signatures we will be able to compute X.   

  

We must now extract values.   

- openssl dgst -sha256 file.png for hashes openssl 
- asn1parse -inform DER -in file.256dsa for R, S 

 

Export public key from Jan’s cert.   

- openssl x509 -pubkey –in cert.crt –noout 

 

And print public key   

- openssl dsa -pubin -inform PEM -text -noout < public.pem  

  

  

We got  

Q = 0xc39e9b06a82e51f88fe32601e5a790d8a97b4d82e369b3a28bae479855fe6ba7  

R = 0x 803FCB5537E1A900F5E44BAB75BF52A1105B1CF606B1CE9ECE0F00B9714A71C3  

  

For j22.png in Msg1  

S1 = 0x13CA357544532458FE5A92E673A9060DF755E9CA9C73CE4FAACAB72E6EDC095B  

H1 = 0x07988b01a9ce35b47bc8c18f27b8842de89166d90edbe1e969f84ebd4464b3c3  

  

For u2.png in Msg3  

S2 = 0xA819479AE88369DBB2408BFF2D8D1E601A07632368038D1C029179990AE6C53  

H2 = 0x913df9e1da9aaed25746ed49fc6412d245fc0b99216e57cf6a5e3640783c0767  



  

We put these values into (5) and use wolfram or sage and compute X.   

  

  
 

The private key, read as ascii string, is hidden flag   

  

 TM17- xCa1-Qkk8-FvgQ-JjmN  


